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A step by step guide to setting up stereo output with multiple pairs of 

speakers for HW 5.0  

This assumes you have the audio set up to the defaults provided when you installed HW 5.0 

If you have changed them then you should reset them (using the General Settings | General configuration wizard) 

Step 1: Load an instrument of your choice.  Reset the organ audio routing to the defaults by running the Organ 

Configuration Wizard and selecting to (only) reset the audio routing. 

Step 2: Open View Large Control Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings 

 

Step 3: Click on Audio Device 

A window similar to that shown below will appear. 
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The left panel shows the devices (device channels) presented by your audio interface to Hauptwerk.  You need to 

know which audio device channel is connected to which of your actual audio output units.  It is very convenient to 

give these meaningful names.  You can put suitable names for each device in the right-hand panel.  The panel shown 

above has been completed with the devices I have. 

When you have completed the names of your devices in the right-hand panel, click OK. 

The Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings panel should still be visible, in not reopen it (as in step 2). 

Step 4: On the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings panel click Mixer/reverb 
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On this very busy window look at the first entry in the left-hand panel 

Mixr prst 1 Mstr mix bus 1’Stereo mix 1 (Main/recording) which says (in full) Mixer Preset 1 Master mix bus 

1.  

This is a Master Mix Bus for preset 1 – there are eight presets available in the audio system you can select 

one of these presets for each of organ you play.  A preset is an audio configuration.   

Each preset has eight Master Mix buses and this is number 1.  The text “stereo mix 1(Main/recording)” is the 

name given by the Hauptwerk defaults for this Master Mix Bus.  A (Master) Mix Bus takes sound from the 

audio engine in Hauptwerk and sends it (passes it on) to an audio device (and/or another Mix Bus). 

Look also at Mxr prst 2 mast mix bus 2 “Stereo mix 2 (Headphones)” this is intended in the default audio set up to be 

used to send audio to a headphone device and Mxr prst 1 Mstr mix bus 3  is intended for the subwoofer. 

Look at the right-hand panel for the Master Mix Bus selected (highlighted) in the left hand frame.  Four areas to note 

(for now): 

The bus name (this can be anything you want… but this is the default name) 

 

You can have Hauptwerk add reverberation to the output from this bus in the audio processing section 

 

You tell Hauptwerk where to send the output from this bus in the audio output part of the panel. 

You specify the output device channel (the channel on the audio interface) where this bus is to send its output.  You 

select the device you wish to use from the dropdown box.  (This is where having named the output devices helps).  If 

you want to have the audio recorded (as a .wav file) you tick the Records Audio box.  Notice you can adjust the levels 

of the outputs. 
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The final section of the panel is used to send the output from this bus to the input of another mixer bus. If several 

outputs are sent to the same bus (as inputs) the sounds are added together (combined).  We’ll come back to this 

later. 

 

We are now going to set up a stereo output using the A speaker pair, the sub-woofer, and the HW 5.0 audio 

recorder. 

Step 5: On the audio mixer panel (opened above), select Mixr prst 1 (Mixer Bus 1) in the left-hand panel.  In the right-

hand panel Audio output(devices) section select the output device to be used for the stereo output Spk A. Make sure 

the Record audio box is not ticked. 
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Step 6: select Mixr prst 1(Mixer Bus 1) in the left-hand panel.  In the right-hand the panel tick the Records audio box, 

make sure that no device is selected for output. 

 

Step 7: On the audio mixer panel (opened above), select Mixr prst 1 (Mixer Bus 2) in the left-hand panel.  In the right-

hand panel Audio output(devices) section select the output device channels to be used for headphones.  Make sure 

the Records audio is not ticked. 
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Step 8: Configure Mixr prst 1 (Mixer Bus 3) similarly for the subwoofer. 

 

Step 9: Click OK to close the mixer panel. 

You have now configured preset 1 of audio system to deliver a stereo output via Spk A(pair), with a subwoofer and 

headphones configured.  The audio recorder will also record what is played (when it is started). 

Step 10: Ensure that the preset for the loaded organ is preset 1 by check on Audio Mixer, Routing and 

Voicing/Panning Settings  

 

You should now play the organ and hear sounds (record sounds) as expected. 
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We are now going to add a second pair of speakers – so that the stereo output is played through two speaker pairs. 

Step 11: On the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings panel click Mixer/reverb 

Step 12: click on the Advanced items below Mixer Preset 8 Master Bus 8. 

 

Step 13: Scroll down until you find the entry for Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 6 “outp persp 1 (front 1/ main) spkrs 2” 

Configure the Audio output(device) channel with the name of the second pair of speakers to be used.  In the sends to 

master mix buses section be sure that you untick the box for “5 Perspctv mix: outp presp 1 (front1 / main)” 

 

Step 14: Click OK. 

Audio preset 1 is now configured to play through two stereo pairs.  Sounds from the organ will be distributed by 

Hauptwerk (using the cyclic  within octave, octaves cycled, ranks cycled distribution algorithm). 
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Try playing the organ to confirm that the sound is being distributed across the two pairs of speaker (play a chromatic 

scale on one stop) 

You can add more speakers in a similar way (up to four pairs). 

What is going on?  At first this seems complex, take it a step at a time! 

If you are familiar with Hauptwerk 4.2’s multi channel output you will be aware that the ranks of the sample set are 

somehow connected to the audio system. 

In Hauptwerk 5.0 this is how it is done…. 

Step 15: With the organ still loaded open View Large Control Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and 
Voicing/Panning Settings 

 

Step 16: Press the Rank Routing (advanced multi-channel output) button.  A screen like the following will appear. 
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The left-hand panel lists the ranks for the loaded instrument.  The rank selected in the left-hand panel is linked to 

the audio output groups named in the right-hand panel.    

Look at the right-hand panel.  Each rank has four outputs shown under the Rank routing properties. You may have to 

scroll down to see all four; the lower three are in a grey box.  The rank’s four outputs are named  

• Rank output perspective 1 (front 1/ main),  

• Rank output perspective 2 (front 2/ upper),  

• Rank output perspective 3 (rear 1 / main) and 

• Rank output perspective 4 (rear 2 / upper).   

These rank outputs may be adjusted in the Rank Voicing and Surround/3D/ Perspective Panning screen.   By default 

the only Rank output perspective 1 is set to send any output. (Perspective mix: source persp to output persp 1….) 

Each of a rank’s (four) outputs may be connected to the output system through named output groups (such as 0005 

“Outp perspctv 1 (front1/main)).  The groups are configured to connect the rank’s output to the input of a mixer bus: 

the mixer bus in turn connects (possibly through a network of mixer buses) to an actual output device which 

produced the sound (or records it). 

Click Cancel to leave the panel. 

Step 17: From the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings large control panel click Mixer Bus Groups 
(advanced multi-channel output).  A panel similar to the following will be displayed. 

 

In the right-hand panel you can see for the selected bus group that it sends output to Primary Mixer buses 

0005,0006,007,008.   
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Step 18: Open the Mixer/reverb panel.  You will see that the primary bus 0005 is configured to send its output to 

Master Mix/ bus 5. Remember to access the Primary buses you need to click on Advanced items (cf Step 12). 

 

You can see that Primary Bus 5 sends its output to master Mix Bus 5 to which the speaker is connected and to 

master mix buses 1 (for recording), 2(for headphones) 3 (for the sub) and 4 (for an aux reverb output – not 

configured in the example). 
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Step 19: Scroll to the Master mix Bus section of the screen for the preset we are looking at.  Notice that it sends its 

output to the device 0003/004 on the audio interface. 

 

Click cancel 

I hope this has helped provide some assistance in configuring the audio of your Hauptwerk 5.0 system and provide 

some explanation along the way. 
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